For an appreciation of this passage we have to
recollect two facts not directly pointed out in the
book :—
(1J The peasants in Russia were at all times
much poorer than the urban population,1
(2) The direct tax claimed by the Soviet
Government and actually obtained after col-
lectivization amounts to about 40 per cent, of
the net income of the farmer.2 This is illus-
trated unintentionally in the book by the
account given of a successful collective farm by
which " 227 tons of grain was sold [in 1932] to
the Government out of a total grain crop of
619 tons " (p. 280). " Selling " to the Govern-
ment means grain delivery at a nominal price,
the amount delivered in this case is—deducting
10 per cent, for re-sowing—40 per cent, of the
net crop.3
Carrying these facts in mind, one might well be
1	Summary of the Fulfilment of the First Five-Year Plan;
Moscow, 1933;  states on p. 197 " peasants and collective
farmers   drawn   into   industry  have   raised   their   living
standards 2-5 to 3 times."
2	See above, p. 67, and Knickerbocker, Rote Wirtechaft
und Weisser Wohlstand, Rowohlt;   Berlin, 1935;   pp. 49-
50, where the Government prices paid for wheat are com-
pared with the price of bread sold by the Government.
3	The lack of any direct statement on the rate of the
grain levy is one of the most serious gaps in the book.
The report on Taxation, pp. 116-117, mentions a single
agricultural tax e< on all agricultural enterprises " (which is
said to be much in favour of the collective farms as com-
pared with the individual peasant), but no rates are quoted
—although the figures for the " progressive income tax "
are given in detail.    The grain levy is at the bottom of
all the main political, social and economic events of the
past nineteen years hi the TJ.S.S.R.   The reader who is
left uninformed about the actual size of this levy cannot
possibly understand any of these events.
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